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PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THE Wii™ OPERATIONS MANUAL COMPLETELY BEFORE USING YOUR 

Wii HARDWARE SYSTEM, GAME DISC OR ACCESSORY. THIS MANUAL CONTAINS IMPORTANT 
HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: READ THE FOLLOWING WARNINGS BEFORE YOU OR 
YOUR CHILD PLAY VIDEO GAMES. 

A WARNING - Seizures 

* Some people (about 1 in 4000) may have seizures or blackouts triqgered by light flashes or 

patterns, and this may occur while they are watching TV or playing video games, even if they have 
never had a seizure before. 

¢ Anyone who has had a seizure, loss of awareness, or other symptom linked to an epileptic 

condition should consult a doctor before playing a video game. 
¢ Parents should watch their children play video games. Stop playing and consult a doctor if you or 

your child has any of the following symptoms: 

Convulsions Eye or muscle twitching Altered vision 
Loss of awareness Involuntary movements Disorientation 

* To reduce the likelihood of a seizure when playing video games: 
1. Sit or stand as far from the screen as possible. 
2. Play video games on the smallest available television screen. 

3. Do not play if you are tired or need sleep. 
4. Play in a well-lit room. 

5. Take a 10 to 15 minute break every hour, 

Ax WARNING - Repetitive Motion Injuries and Eyestrain 

Playing video games can make your muscles, joints, skin or eyes hurt. Follow these instructions to 
avoid problems such as tendinitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, skin irritation or eyestrain: 

* Avoid excessive play. Parents should monitor their children for appropriate play. 

e Take a 10 to 15 minute break every hour, even if you don't think you need it. 

¢ If your hands, wrists, arms or eyes become tired or sore while playing, or if you feel symptoms such 
as tingling, numbness, burning or stiffness, stop and rest for several hours before playing again. 

e If you continue to have any of the above symptoms or other discomfort during or after 
play, stop playing and see a doctor. 

| A CAUTION - Motion Sickness CAUTION - Motion Sickness 

Playing video games can cause motion sickness in some players. If you or your child feel dizzy or 
nauseous when playing video games, stop playing and rest. Do not drive or engage in other 
demanding activity until you feel better. 

ieee eR VM se) veel gy This Nintendo game is not designed for use with 
any unauthorized device. Use of any such device will invalidate your Nintendo product warranty. 

Copying of any Nintendo game is illegal and is strictly prohibited by domestic and international 

intellectual property laws. “Back-up” or “archival” copies are not authorized and are not necessary to 

protect your software. Violators will be prosecuted. 



Seal 

Nintendo. Always look for this seal when buying video game systems, accessories, 

games and related products. 

Gielen The Official Seal is your assurance that this product is licensed or manufactured by 

Nintendo, Wii and the Official Seal are trademarks of Nintendo. © 2006 Nintendo - : 
: eaihiael ie : Licensed by Nintendo 
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A CAUTION: Wrist Strap Use 

Please use the wrist strap to help prevent 

injury to other people or damage to 

surrounding objects or the Wii Remote 

in case you accidentally let go of the Wii 

Remote during game play. 

Also remember the following: 

¢ Make sure all players put on the wrist 

strap properly when it is their turn. 

¢ Do not let go of the Wii Remote during 

game play. 

¢ Dry your hands if they become moist. 

e Allow adequate room around you during 

game play and make sure that all areas 

you might move into are clear of other 

people and objects. 

¢ Stay at least three feet from the television. 

¢ Use the Wii Remote Jacket. 
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The three menu ate available from 

the title screen are “Start,” “Continue,” 

and “Options.” Select Start to begina 
new game, Continue to load data from — 
a saved game, and Options to change 

the settings in the game. 

. When you start a new game, you will 

| be asked to enter your character’s 
| name. You can either enter an 

| original name, or you can click on the 

1 “Random” button to choose from a list 

of preset names. 

To continue a previously saved game, select “Continue” from the 

main menu screen, highlight the saved data you wish to load, and 

then press the A Button. 

Select this option from the main menu to change the game’s 

difficulty setting, screen brightness and sound settings. 

System Menu Vppate 

Please note that when first loading 

the Game Disc into the Wii console, 

the Wii will check if you have the 

latest system menu, and if necessary 

a Wii system update screen will 

appear. Press OK to proceed. 
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. Va Basic Controts | 
a In Little King’s Story, you will use both the Wii Remote and the — : 

Nunchuk to control your character as you move forward in your | 
2 quest to unify the world. Please reference the following for a basic. 

description of the buttons used in the game. 
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{ Within the Kingdom 
Move Character 
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On the Field 
Move Character 
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a tc { Within the Kingdom | Within the Kingdom 
. . { Target Mode Zoom camera in/out t 
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a. G On the Field t On the Field 
4 ; oggle Lock-on mode on/off j Attack with Corobo’s scepter i 
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Within the eae | Within the | | Within the Kingdom | i) § 
Rotate camera Change formation Change ranks 4 

we: * aes ee, i Sn ees } 

On the Field ' On the Field ; On the Field 4 
Rotate camera i Change formation } Change ranks ; 

| Within the Kingdom | Within the Kingdom \ 
{ Converse 4 Open HOME menu 4 

Examine ’ P 

Charge command 
pect ANETDOR A BIANCO NE ’ 

On the Field 
Examine 

Charge command 
er 

Lethaia ' 

/ Onthe Field | | 
Open HOME menu : : 4 
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‘Within the Kingdom | ~ 

Open/Close Field menu a 
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- Button 

| Within the Kingdom | 
Open/Close Field menu ' amma mS Wen KD | 
annette na asta ety On the Field ; 

On the Field } | ee Field menu ? 
Open/Close Field menu ° setae 
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\ Within the Kingdom | 
{ Dismiss party a 
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On the Field 
Not used 

i 

{ Within the Kingdom ‘ 
Not used 

‘panna RA AANTCOT A BRA, AAS AERO ’ 

On the Field 
Warp to Castle t 

from Field menu* t a) 
* NOTE: This option may ’ 
not be available at all times. i 
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Within the Kingdom 
Recruit 

Call back party members t 
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On the Field 
Call back party members 
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STORY : 

(Sites upon a time, in a small unremarkable village, 
there was a timid little boy who didn’t have any friends. One day, 

while playing alone in his bedroom, he was rudely interrupted by 

a family of dirty rats. Chasing them out of his room, the little boy 

suddenly found himself lost in a vast mysterious forest, where he — 

happened upon a magical crown that imbued him with the power 

to command. The little boy, with his. newfound companions 

Liam, Verde, and Howser the Bull Knight at his side, has rather 

surprisingly become the leader of the small, down at the heels 

kingdom of Alpoko. i 

With his newfound powers of persuasion, the little boy began 

working to raise Alpoko from the depths of obscurity and poverty 

into the dizzying heights of absolute power and prosperity. With 

Howser offering effective advice and unrestrained ambition, and 

the citizens of Alpoko sharing his grandiose plans (whether they 

want to or not), the little boy marches ever onward to his ultimate 

. goal of World Domination! 

Corobo is a timid young boy with 
extraordinary good luck. While 
lost in the forest near his home, he 

happens upon a crown that bestows 
on the wearer the power of ultimate 
persuasion. Now the ruler of a 
nation, will he use his newfound 
powers for the good of his subjects, 
or will he let his newfound power 
go straight to his head? 



The noble bull knight who along with 

Mavicmaubicicocemeele)ttelar-telemeulone em ertsleelen 

searched far and wide for 35 years for 

a true king. Upon encountering the 

young king, Howser is convinced that 

his search is over. Howser is a source 
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One of Corobo’s friends who 

PYao)iau-tul Wmeloe (elem Com eleey tele 

his Anything Minister, which 

is responsible for... anything. 

Tends to come across to others as 

arrogant and lazy, most people’s 

first impression of him is usually 
not very good. 

Another one of Corobo’s friends who, 

like Liam, decided to claim a stake 

in her friend’s newfound power and 

appointed herself Records Minister. 

For some reason she becomes more 

sarcastic and condescending whenever 

her friend gains the attentions of his 

So various princesses. 

The first of many princesses to come 

for Corobo. Very cute, very sweet, and 

very behind the times as she has spent 

the last 100 years imprisoned in a vase 

by the Onii King. A big fan of travel and 

culture, she is far more intelligent than 

she appears. 
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_ While success in battle will help you become 

| popular, talking with your citizens will also 

_ boost your appeal. To talk to your citizens, 

approach them and press the A Button. Talking 

Srila Merete to your citizens can sometimes yield helpful | 

oes $hints, tips, or just amusing tidbits, so be sure to 

take the time to shoot the breeze every so often. 

fag 

Recruiting is one of the more important aspects of Little King’s Story. 
- Recruiting is basically the act of gathering party members. To recruit 

someone, approach him (or her) and press the B Button. That character 

P will now join your party whether they want to or not. However, there is 

a limit to the number of characters you can recruit at one time. If you 

exceed the limit, the excess members will leave you without any warning. 

Oriea Seite 

Use the Charge command to send your citizens off to work or into 

battle. Nothing will get done until you tell your citizens to do it! Just 

press the A Button to send your citizens off towards unspeakable glory 

or ignoble defeat. Just be sure that you don’t send your party members 

into walls or any place without a target, as they will grow to hate you 

for wasting their time. 

Tarcet Move 

Using the Target Mode while on the field can be very helpful. You can 

~ see how much life a UMA has remaining or how much more work is 

required to break through an obstacle. You'll also see a line showing 
your line-of-fire, which will make things much easier when you send 

your citizens out.-To activate Target Mode, just press the Z Button on 

the Nunchuk. 
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_ Retreat Commanp i 

If the situation you’ve sent your citizens into becomes too dangerous to 

survive or you want your party members to do something else, just use 

the Retreat command to call them back. After all, if you lose too many 

party members, you might actually have to get your own hands dirty. 

Notice the Retreat Icons 

ot oe 
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Hold down the | 
B Button, then \” ff 
release to retreat. | — b 

¢ 

While in the Kingdom of Alpoko, you can dismiss your party members (2 

by pressing the | Button. After dismissing your party members, they is 

will return to their daily lives. You can then recruit new citizens to your — 

party, or if you’ve built a podium in front of your castle, you can recall 

your previously recruited party. 

Formations 

Attack Formation 

Basic formation with the king in front, usually best 

for going into battle. This formation will also allow 

your party members to counterattack when set upon 

by UMA. 

Guard Formation 

Makes moving about easier as your entire party is 

bunched together to protect the king. However, as 

this formation is defensive in nature, your party 

members won’t be able to counterattack. 

Evade Formation 

Use this formation when you want to avoid 

confrontation with the enemy. However, you’ll be in 

serious trouble should you be attacked as your party 

members will be knocked senseless and stay planted 

where they were hit. 
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Jos CLASSES ~ 
_ The citizens of your kingdom generally lead happy, productive lives. 

And for those that don’t lead happy, productive lives, you can force them 

to by getting them jobs. There is a vast array of jobs available, so be sure 

to pick the one that best fits your needs as king: And if the citizen you 

- force into employment likes what they do, so much the better! 

| Buildings where you can change jobs will be 

_ marked by a rotating sign with the job’s related 
_ headgear shown on top. By going to the door of a 

_ job hut and pressing the A Button to investigate, 

- you can get detailed information about the job as 

» well as how much changing to that job will cost. 

_ If you want one of your citizens to get that job, 

_ just send them through the front door. They will 

then learn that job and its related skills, regardless 

& of gender or desire to do the job. Just keep in 

ws _ mind that some jobs cost money to learn. 



CAREFREE ADULT 

The only thing they’re really good for 

is digging holes. Being barehanded, 

they can’t break through rocks or trees. 

Excel at spinning in circles and power- 

napping. In other words, not much. 

Job Cost: Free Workplace: None Specialty: None 

HaRDWORKING FARMER. 

When it comes to digging, these guys 

have no peers. Use them when you find 

small cracks in the ground. They find 

better than average treasures as well as 

uncover health-restoring hot springs to 

heal injured citizens. 

Job Cost: Free Workplace: Farmhouse Specialty: Excavation 

Grunt SOLDIER. 

They fight without fear and will cling 

to UMA when attacking, but they’re 

not smart enough to do anything but 

fight. They can’t dig and of course 

construction is a no-go. 

Animal Hunters use bows and arrows to attack 
at range. They excel at attacking UMA in high 

places. They can destroy pots and rocks, but 

carry only a limited number of arrows. They 

can also dig and help with construction. 



Basic Commanps 

You can send your party members 

into battle against an enemy UMA by 

targeting it and then pressing the A Button. 

While you can use any job in battle, it is in AS 

your best interest to utilize those jobs that specialize in compan 

When a UMA becomes enraged, the effect 

shown in the image at right will appear and the 

UMA will attack. Be sure to sound a retreat 

to keep your party members from taking any 

damage. Once the danger has passed, send your 

citizens in again. 

_ Use the Charge command to send party members 

_ to start excavating holes. Just keep in mind that 

- some job classes are unwilling or incapable of 

digging. A variety of outcomes can happen when 

/ party members start digging: 

/ + Anitem or hot spring will quickly be discovered. 

Note: Only Farmers can discover hot springs. 

_ ¢A hole will expand and will require further 

excavation. 

¢ Sometimes, UMA will emerge from a hole you 

are excavating. When this happens, defeat them 

for even greater rewards! 

12 
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whatever structure is required will automatically | 

commence. Depending on the type of construction 

little time. re 

Once what you are building takes shape, you can aN 

your carpenters, but be careful of who you send rf 

though, as some job classes are only capable of 

destruction. 

¢ UMA can do damage to carpenters and their 

structures while they are being built. Be sure to 

have party members available to protect your 

carpenters while they are working! 

send in other job classes to assist the efforts of = 

ey 

Use the Charge command to senda Carpenter 
to a construction sign and the construction of oF 

and skill level of the carpenter, this mighttakea 

% \ 
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Quests 
You will receive quests from your citizens 

via the kingdom’s Suggestion Box. The 

quests range from small, easy requests, to 

full campaigns against major bosses that 

~ will allow you to expand your kingdom 

and earn much needed money. Call 

Howser to your throne to read letters put 

in the Suggestion Box by your citizens. 
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‘ These quests require you to go forth and do |) Sow meta 

_ battle with various enemies. Rewards can include Peeves 

money, items or even more land on which to 

expand your kingdom. The difficulty of these 

types of quests will be clearly marked on a 5-star 

scale, with | star being a cakewalk and 5 stars being a serious risk to life 

i and limb. Be sure you have the right people for the job before undertaking 

any of the higher rated quests. 

You’ ll have to fulfill the desires of your princesses 

to keep them happy. It could be food, jewels, or 

| who knows what. Once you accept their request, 

: you will receive a book in which to record your 

discoveries. Complete the books to receive 

wonderful presents from your princesses as well as their undying love. 

a ed 

Suggestion Box 

Your citizens are generally lazy and unmotivated 

and will constantly bombard you with requests to 

do things that they really should do themselves. 

In addition, your ministers will also pester you 

with occasional requests. While you may feel that 

some of these things are hardly worth your valuable time, sometimes a 

king has to do what he must to make ends meet. Taking on some of these 

| quests will go a long way towards padding the royal budget. 
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Dangerous UMA (Unidentified Mysterious Animal) lurk on the fringes 

of your kingdom! Below are just a few of the many UMA that you’ll 

encounter on your drive towards World Domin...errr...world unity! 

Cute and annoying; likes to throw 

pots and rocks at unwary travelers. 

Be careful of these little guys, 

their bite is worse than their bark. 

EscaRGOO 

A UMA that loves its shell, 

or more accurately, loves to hurt 

people with its shell. Also, this 

UMA is much faster than it looks. 

TurniPHEAD 

A UMA that’s hard as a rock and 

tastes horrible. Exercise caution 

when bringing in the harvest! 

Cow Bones 

An over-sized bovine with a skull 

for its noggin. Cow Bones has a 

fairly impressive arsenal of attacks, 

but is most dangerous when he 

loses his head entirely! 



Rival KinGpoms 
As you expand your kingdom, you'll occasionally find yourself 

encroaching on other realms ruled by other kings. As the one true king, 

it’s your duty to depose of these other so-called kings and bring their 

lands and their people under your benevolent rule. Below are two of the 

kings you'll have to defeat in order to fulfill your destiny. 

nen Mae 

L_OniiKing — 

The unquestioned ruler of the 

Onii Kingdom. By his own 

admission, a monument to 

laziness, sloth, and indolence. 

He is a formidable foe who really 

doesn’t like you very much. 

Although not very mobile, he 

has almost perfect aim, so watch 

yourself when stuff starts flying. 

King of the Jolly Kingdom. 

Duvroc is a man with an 

epic belly who really knows 

how to party. A friendly 

guy, but packs some serious 

death-breath. For some 

reason, gets along really 

well with rank-and-file Onii. 

Lire OVER 
When your health reaches zero, it is game over. You can’t 

let that happen though, think of the people! Be sure to run 

away when things get too dangerous; the last thing you’ ll 

want to do is be the guest of honor at your own funeral! 
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Having your citizens learn different jobs 

will make expanding your kingdom much 

easier. There are a myriad of job classes 

available, so be sure to equip jobs that 

best suit the task at hand. 

By building homes, you will increase 

the population of your realm, thereby 

having access to greater numbers of 

people that you can encourage to do 

your bidding. Also, after a hard day of 

obeying your every whim, your party | , _ 

members will be grateful for a place where they c can go back to 

recuperate and get ready for another day of unfulfilling toil. 

Being king isn’t easy, or cheap. While 

quests bring in the big Bol, sometimes a 

king just needs an immediate infusion of 

_ petty cash. That’s where tax collecting : 

=3 comes in. Once you’ve built a few houses oe 

. al _ for your citizens, you'll have access to 

instant Bol. J ust target the building’s door and send in members of 

your party to collect what is rightfully yours. The amount of Bol 

you ll receive will depend on the house and the number of people 

in your party. You can collect taxes from any home, but only once a 

day per house. 
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While bravery and determination are 

requirements for being king, let us not 

‘overlook that most important of traits, 

Prudence. There are times when running 
- away is the better part of valor and there 

is no shame in fleeing if it means living "a a TES 

to fight another day. And, as always, be sure to save aie Rei in 

case you should snatch defeat from the jaws of victory! 

| (Search Evervwiere ronGoopirs! 

» You’ ll frequently see bushes, haystacks, 

| etcetera, while walking about your 

kingdom and throughout the world. 

Sometimes those innocuous bits of plant 

| life will be hiding something valuable. 
ee ile _ Simply send members of your party 

towards a bush and have them clear it away. You’ll never know 

- what will be revealed. 

Run-Away! 
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and Scenario Writer Ay. 

YOSHIHISA SHIMOKAWA 

Lead 2D Designer 
~~ AKANE SUGIMOTO 

* AI Planner 

~ . NORIKAZU YASUNAGA 

_ Co-Develped by 
_ Townfactory Co. & CING Inc. 

_ Sound Programmer 
_ MAKOTO KIKUCHI 

Monster Programmer 
YASUHUMI OSAKI 

UL & NPC Battle Programmer 
YUKI TAMURA 

Al Programmer 
NAOHIRO IKEDA 

~~ Scripters 
YUKI THURUTA 
JUNPEI] HUKUURA 
‘KOJI MATSUMOTO 

‘ SATOSHI SAKAI 

_. Line Producer 

~ TAKUYA MIYAGAWA 

Sound Design: VANPOOL Inc 

Sound Effect Designer 
and Voice Mixing 
MASANORI ADACHI 

- Sound Effect Designers 
5 KIYOSHI HAZEMOTO 

~ TOMOKO SANO 

G _ Special Contributions by 

Sound Effect Designers 

MINORU KIDA 
YOKO NAKAJIMA 

oice Actors 

3RAD HOLMES 

_ RIKA ISHIBASHI 

YOJI SATO 

BENJAMIN PERRY 

MINAKO KOBAYASHI 

SOLOME WORED 

JUI-LIEN HUNG 

a MOMILI 

MEKDELAWIT NEMOTO 
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IVAN GAVRENKO 

Sound Composition Team 

YUTAKA MINOBE 

Music Arrange Assistant of 
Ravel's “Borelo” 

YOKO SHIMOMURA 

Sound Creator 

SINPEI WEMASHITA 

Recording Engineers 
SIGENOBUB MASHIKO 

SATOSHI NAKAZAWA 

TOSHIHIRO HAYANO 

~ Assistant Engineers 
~ KAYOKO UMEDA 

YUKO MATSUDA 

Musicians: 

Violin 

KIMIKO NAKAGAWA 
HIROMICHI HARA 
MASAHIRO MORITA 
AKIHIRO IWAMURA 
TOSHIHIRO TAKAI 
MAKIKO TOMOKIYO 

TAKAO FURUHATA 
HIROYUKI MATSUDA 
NAOTSUGU MASUTANI 
TOSHIY UKI AKIYAMA 

Cello 

MASAMI HORISAWA 
HIROSHI MIYASAKA 

Contrabass 

TAKASHI KONNO 

Flute 

HIDEYO TAKAKUWA 

Oboe 

TOMOKA HIROTA 

SATOSHI SHOJI 

Clarinet 

TADASHI HOSHINO 

Bassoon 

YOSHIHIDE KIRYU 

Percussions 

MARI KOTAKE 

Trumpet 

DARID HERZOG 

SHIGEO OHKURA 

Hor 

MASATO YOSHINAGA 

YASUSHI Sroaiep a 

Piano 

SHINKO OGATA 

YUTAKA MNO 

Chorus 

TOKYO PHILHARMONIC 

CHORUS 

Conductor 

KOJLHAIIMA 

usic Arranger and Composer 
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Guitar [ MASAKTKAITTA | a 
| MIKIHIKO MATSUMIYA ONORI Y KAWA 

_ MASAAKI IKEDA | MASAMI'YAMAZAKI 
ct | TAKESHISAITO =, + 

CHIY. _ »SHUJI UNO ee . 
oe — : ; HIDETO NONOKAWA 

_ Music Transcription : 

_ TOMIO KITAMURA | Saree Lae 
_ TOSHIAKI YOSHIO ; 
[ HIROKAZU KANMURA 
_ Booking il ; 
| HUMIO TAKANO | Japan & fy Ti le Logo Designers 

_ EMARIMAMIYA Genuine) go me 
KAN HASHIMOTO 
(Jailhousemusic Inc.) i Debug & QA 

E coneiiting DIGITAL Hearts CO.,LTD 
SHIROGUMI Inc. SARUGAKUCHO Inc. 

| Cinematic Producer Marvelous Entertainment Inc. 
HIROMASA INOUE _ Assistant Producer KEI HAYASHI 

Cinematic Producer | Promotion General Manager 

MASAYO ONO TOSHIHIRO TAKASHIMA 

Cinematic CG Director | Promotion 
YUMI MAKINO » NOBUHIKO NAKAMURA » 

Cinematic CG Artists | Sales Manager 
AYAKO SHIGEICHI : _ SUMINOBU SATO 

_ NAOMI ONO | Sales 
TAKAAKI HATTORI _ TOMOSATO KANEKO 
ASAKO GOTO i Sales 

RUMIKO SUGIURA TORU MASE 
KONOMI WATANABE | 4 

_ International General Manager 
MAKI SASAKI | KYO HOSOYA 

NATSUKO KOSAKA | 
MAKOTO SAKAI | International Manager 

HIROSHI SARATANI | TAKUHIRO GOTO 
Cinematic Storyboard Artist. Localization Manager 
TUETUE KOMBINATO. _ LOUIS LAMARRE 

Introduction Sequence | IBAI AMEZTOY 
LUDOVIC TOUITOU _ International Promotion 

AURELIA DESTOBBELEER TAMI OTTO 

LOR ee : North American Localization 
CG Production Marvelous Entertainment USA, Inc. 

GrooveBoxJapan Co. ltd _ Executive Vice President and COO 

Chief Director | TAKESHI INOUE 

YASUHIRO KOBAYASHI | XSEED Games 
Animators President 
GIICHI KINOSHITA JUN IWASAKI 

_ Effect Designer _ Finance 
KAZUSHI KOUSAKA KENZO NOGIMURA 

3D Character Designers _ Director of Publishing 
HATSUMI MATSUMOTO | KEN BERRY 
TOSHIYUKI ISHIMA Product Manager 

SYOTA MORIOKA Pinay SpGA 
Unie? ela Product Coordinator 
KYOHE] HUJINO 
MASUMI KIKUCHI coalescing 
KANAKO NISHIGUCHI _ Localization Manager 

Environment Artists RENT HOSOI 
NAOKI YAMAMOTO Associate Localization Producer 
KEISUKE OGATA JAMES D. WHANG 

G-STYLE.co.,ltd Localization Specialists 

Environment Artists MICHAEL ENGLER 
HIROKI TAKAHASHI EUGENE CHEN 
AKIRA NARUMI _ JESSICA M. CHAVEZ 

_ TAKAHIRO OKANO Special Thanks 
' TAKASHI ISHIKAWA | KUNIO SATO 
MARIKO KOMAKI et » ONE PR 

_ KUNIO TAKEICHI _ STUDIO QED, INC. | 
_ HIDEKI ANBO | VIRTUAL INTERACTIVE, INC. 

Animators ive Producer 
i Sn 
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LIMITED WARRANTY \\ hi 
XSEED Games, (“XSEED”) warrants to the original purchaser of the enclosed prea the “Product” that . d >// 
the media containing the Product (which includes any replacement media provided under this warranty) 
will be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of 
purchase (the “Warranty Period”). XSEED’s entire liability and your exclusive remedy under this. limited ~ 
warranty shall be, at XSEED’s option, repair or replacement, without charge, of the whole or affected 
portion of any Product that proves to be defective in material or workmanship during the Warranty Period. § 

EXCLUSIONS FROM WARRANTY 
This warranty applies only to defects in factory materials and factory workmanship. Any condition caused 
by abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment, neglect, accident, improper operation, destruction or alteration, 
Or repair or maintenance attempted by anyone other than XSEED is not a defect covered by this warranty. 
Parts and materials subject to wear and tear in normal usage are not covered by this warranty. 

IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
Under state or provincial law, you may be entitled to the benefit of certain implied warranties, ANY 
APPLICABLE IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND in her 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WILL CONTINUE IN FORCE ONLY DURING THE WARRANTY PERIOD. 
Some states and provinces do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above 
limitation may not apply to you. 

NEITHER XSEED NOR YOUR RETAIL DEALER HAS ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RELATING TO YOUR USE OF THE PRODUCT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, ANY DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF DATA OR LOSS OF PROFIT, OR FOR ANY INCIDENTAL 
EXPENSES, LOSS OF TIME, OR INCONVENIENCE. As some states and provinces do not allow the 
exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damage, the foregoing limitation or exclusion may 
not apply to you. 

i 

HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE eo 
To obtain warranty service, please send the defective Product, together with a copy of your original sales a 
receipt, your return address, name and telephone number, should contact be necessary, anda brief note ~~ 3 
describing the defect to XSEED at the following address: XSEED Games, Customer Warranty, 21515 re q 
Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 1020, Torrance, CA 90503. THE DEFECTIVE PRODUCT MUST BE POSTMARKED 
WITHIN NINETY (90) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE. PROOF OF PURCHASE INTHE FORMOFA 3 
DATED RECEIPT MUST BE INCLUDED TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE. The shipping costs forsending = = 
the defective Product to XSEED is a sole responsibility of the Customer. XSEED will not be liable for any 
damage or loss that occurs during shipping. To minimize loss during shipping, you may opt to use a 
trackable shipping method. a) 

If you have warranty questions, you can also contact our Customer Warranty department at 
(310) 792-8899 during its hours of operation, Monday — Friday, 8:00 am — 12:00 pm and 1:00 pm — 
5:00 pm, Pacific Standard Time, or e-mail to support@xseedgames.com 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
For customer support and technical support questions, please call (310) 792-8899 during the following 
hours of operation: Monday-Friday 8:00 am — 12:00 pm and 1:00 pm — 5:00 pm, Pacific Standard Time, 
or al to support@xseedgames.com 



- warrior or cae 

Pooler: the mystery in the skies above 
or face dangers in the dungeons below. 

A world of choices awaits you. 
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